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Plenty Pod

Absorption Attenuation
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Plenty Pod is a series of flexible 
rooms designed to satisfy the 

need for privacy and quietness. 
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It is easy to integrate Plenty Pod into various spaces.

1. The Lobby
Spaces such as waiting rooms, reception halls, and 
lobbies at hospitals or hotels, have changed radically 
in the digital era. Today, they are used for all kinds of 
activities. With Plenty Pod, people can make phone 
calls and have one-to-one conversations in privacy, 
without bothering others.

2. The Library
Silence, please! Plenty Pod 
makes it easier to maintain 
peace and quiet in libraries, 
and reading rooms.

3. The Kitchen
With Plenty Pod it is easy to briefly 
leave the kitchen table, to make a 
short phone call, or to reply to an 
important email. 

4. The Open Office
Plenty Pod is well suited for open offices. The 
modules are perfect for meetings and for tasks 
that demands concentration and focus. 
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Privacy and quietness make us more creative, motivated and focused. 
For that reason, we have developed Plenty Pod.
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You don’t have to leave the space to get some 
peace and quiet – just leave the noise instead.

Plenty Pod is tested for speech attenuation. 

It dampens sound waves (Dw) with 36 dB.
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Make phone calls in lobbies and waiting rooms, 
without disturbing others.



With Plenty Pod, you don’t have 
to rush out from the reading 
room to answer the phone.
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Plenty Pod not only offers silence on the 
inside. It is also a shield, that dampens 

sound on the outside. 
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Small
Designed for one person, to be used as a 
phone booth. Size (mm): 1200x1200x2315.

Medium 
Designed for one or two persons, to be used as 
a quiet work-station or a conversation room. 
Size (mm): 2215x1200x2315. 

Large
Designed for several persons, to be used as a 
meeting room or an office with several work 
stations. Size (mm): 2215x2215x2315.
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Plenty Pod is available in three different sizes, that can 
be customized after your specific needs and wishes. 
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Plenty Pod also comes in a fixed version without floor. It’s a fixed version 
placed directly on existing floor. Height of this version is 2200 mm.

Small
Designed for one person, to be used as a 
phone booth. Size (mm): 1200x1200x2200.

Medium 
Designed for one or two persons, to be used as 
a quiet work-station or a conversation room. 
Size (mm): 2215x1200x2200. 

Large
Designed for several persons, to be used as a 
meeting room or an office with several work 
stations. Size (mm): 2215x2215x2200.
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Customize your Plenty Pod 
1. Size
 • Small
 • Medium
 • Large
 • Customized size on request

2. Mobile or fixed module
 • Mobile version includes floor with a carpet 
 • Fixed version has no floor,      
    it stands directly on existing floor

3. Frame colour
 • Natural anodised frame
 • White anodised frame
 • Any RAL colour on request

4.  Walls
 A minimum of two upholstered walls in a corner is   
 recommended. If standard solutions are chosen there  
 are no different in price for glass or upholstered walls.

5. Wall options
 Upholstered exterior panel
 • Choose from a wide range of fabrics (see pricelist)

 Upholstered interior panel
 • Camira Blazer
 • Other colours and fabrics on request

 Glass walls in sound isolated glass

 Hard sheet panels
 • White 
 • Grey 
 • Other colours on request

6.  Door
 • Always in sound isolated glass
 • Choose where to place the door
 • Right or left-hung door

7.  Carpet  
 • Standard in grey 
 • Other carpets on request
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Mind the detail. Plenty Pod’s solutions 
for ventilation, lighting, electricity and 
video conference solution are carefully 

developed to be as discreet and 
functional as possible. 
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Walls
Choose upholstered walls to further reduce the level of noise. 
Customized to complement your design concept.  

Example fabric:

Accessories included 
Table top inside Plenty Pod
• Standard in Small
• Optional in Medium and Large
 
Ventilation and LED lighting
 
Electrical socket

Camira Blazer

CUZ1E CUZ33 CUZ28CUZ30CUZ1N CUZ1W

CUZ1PCUZ12 CUZ02CUZ62 CUZ09 CUZ1V CUZ26CUZ08

CUZ31

CUZ1M CUZ1L CUZ1K

CUZ1F

CUZ53

CUZ67CUZ39 CUZ90

CUZ58

CUZ13 CUZ18CUZ63

CUZ1J

CUZ1T

CUZ47CUZ1R CUZ86

CUZ21CUZ82

CUZ1Y

CUZ2Q

CUZ2RCUZ2W CUZ3D CUZ2S

CUZ2T

CUZ2X CUZ2Y

CUZ2Z

CUZ3A

CUZ3B

CUZ3E

CUZ3C CUZ2U

CUZ35

-90 
SNOW WHITE

Accessories optional
NEC video conferencing system
• A complete solution, containing: screen, speakers (60 watts), video camera, and 
Ochno control

Ochno control system
• Enables smart control of lighting and ventilation within the Plenty Pod

Fabric upholstered outer panel on exterior
Frame colours
Silver and white anodised frames are standard. RAL colours are optional.

RALWhiteSilver

Sound tested
Plenty Pod is tested for speech attenuation (DS, A) according to the new 
standard for pods ISO-23351-1 and according to the principles of ISO-16283 part 1 
and 3. It dampens the sound waves with a level of (Dw) 36 dB.



Abstracta’s tools 
for a better soundscape

Absorption
Absorption means that the sound that hits the surface gets 

absorbed and transformed into heat energy. The clothed acoustic 
screens from Abstracta efficiently absorb sound, and thereby 

contribute to a pleasant acoustic environment. 

Diffusion
Diffusion means that a sound hitting the surface “scatters”, 

which helps one to avoid unpleasant sound reflections, or echoes. 
Using diffusion is often a good complement to absorption in the 

process of creating a good acoustic environment. 

Attenuation
Attenuation means that an object shields off and lessens the 
sound level from one side of the object to the other. A good 
screen can attenuate the sound level with 10-15 dB between 
two work stations. Compare this to a wall, which normally 
attenuate 35 dB or more. Abstractas quiet room Plenty Pod 

attenuate 36dB from one side to another.
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Environment and quality 
We are continuously working to make our operation impact as little as possible 
on the environment. Abstracta is environment and quality certified according 
to ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and ISO 45001. 
  
Plenty Pod is an environmentally sound choice, with a high level of recycled 
materials.* 
Our pods are manufactured in Sweden and mainly have local subcontractors. 
The aluminum profiles of our pods are produced by a factory in Vetlanda, less 
than an hour’s journey from Lammhult, whose manufacturing process has 
among the lowest carbon emissions in its industry. The aluminum waste in our 
own factory is melted down to become raw material, and later, new profiles.

* Sound absorbing core: 50 %. Aluminium frame: 50 %. Carpet: 50 %. 



We create better soundscapes.
abstracta.se           /abstractaab            @abstracta_soundscapes


